
All About Microfiber
For Auto Detailing and Car Care



What is 
Microfiber?

 Defined as a fiber less than 1 denier 
 1 denier is 10 micrometer

 A micrometer is 1 millionth of a meter
 A strand of silk is 1 denier
 Human hair is about 5 denier

 Usually made of polyester, polyamide, or a blend of the two 
 100% Polyester
 80/20 Polyester to Polyamide
 70/30 Polyester to Polyamide

 Microfiber for cleaning is “split”
 Create pours
 Adds surface area
 Makes it absorbent, and grabby



History 

 Fibers less than a denier around 1950 in Japan

 Manufacture in Japan, South Korea, then China

 Took a long time for adoption and affordability
 Towels used to be $20+ each 

 Has never been made in the USA
 Maybe some day?
 Some have tried cutting and sewing here



How is it 
Made?

 Not a Vertical Manufacturing Process / Supply Chain

 Multiple Companies/Factories/Countries Involved

 Raw Materials
 Polyester
 Polyamide

 Yarn is spun
 Different blends
 Varying qualities
 Different fineness (denier, thickness)

 Fabric is woven
 Different machines
 Different settings on machines

 Fabric is dyed and split
 Chemical Process
 Small Margin for error
 Environmentally Sensitive

 Cut and sewn into products

 Packaged

Manufacturing Process



Microfiber for 
Detailing

 Its not all the same
 Wide range of quality
 Specific product for specific tasks

 What is good Automotive Microfiber?
 Depends on the task – BUT –
 Yarn quality and fineness
 Tolerance control (yarn, weaving, dyeing & splitting)
 Construction 
 Product Design 

 How do you know/choose? 
 Use your expertise/test
 Pay attention
 Buy from reputable sources



Product 
Specifications

GSM
Blend
Weave
Fiber/Yarn
Edge



GSM

 Grams Per Square Meter
 Take a sheet of fabric 1 meter wide by 1 meter tall and weigh it

 Heavier fabric
 Has more microfiber/yarn
 More expensive
 More absorbent

 Weaving machine settings changed

 Fiber Density, Length, Thickness



Blend

 Polyester vs Polyamide
 100% polyester
 90/10
 80/20
 75/25
 70/30

 Polyamide is more expensive
 More absorbent
 Softer



Weave

 Different Weaves
 Terry
 Suede
 Waffle
 Chenille
 Pearl
 Mesh
 Twist

 Made on different machines

 Changes the mechanical cleaning action

 Different Piles
 High (Plush)
 Low
 Contours

 Some better for different cleaning tasks than others
 Lint 
 Streaks
 Abortion rate
 Surface glide/grip



Fiber/Yarn

 Different grades of yarn
 AA grade, A grade, B grade
 Function of yarn consistency

 Varying 
 Fiber < Yarn < Thread < Fabric
 Yarns are spun of fibers/filaments
 Thread is twists of yarn
 Fabric is woven of Thread



Edge

 Overlock Stich

 Banding/Piping
 Polyester Cloth
 Polyester Silk
 Microfiber Silk or Suede

 Hemmed Edge

 Edgeless
 Knife Cut
 Ultrasonic Cut

Hidden Edge
 The dreaded sewn-in TAG



How to Clean 
& Care for 
Microfiber!

How to Launder (Wash & Dry)
Storage, Sorting and Color Coding
Tip/Trick - Soaking to Preserve 

Absorbency



Laundering -
Wash/Dry

 How should you wash your Microfiber? 
 Basics:

 Don’t use bleach
 Don’t use fabric softener
 Don’t over heat
 Don’t wash with cotton
 Separate towels with chemicals and oils in them
 Wash light and dark separately

 Max heat 140 Fahrenheit, try to stay under 120
 Use a dedicated detergent

 Household Laundry detergents aren’t designed for oils and polymers
 You have to use too much, which leaves detergent in the towels, making 

them less absorbent
 You need to add an acid (distilled white vinegar) to the rinse cycle to 

neutralize the detergent. 

 Dry on LOW or NO HEAT
 Some driers have drums that get very hot at low heat
 The centrifugal force of the spinning drum can pin towels to the edge, 

causing some towels to burn/melt



Sorting, 
Color Coding, 
& Storage

 Organize towels by task and age 
 Paint Towels
 Drying Towels
 Glass Towels 
 Wheel Towels
 Interior Towels

 Color Code by Task
 Black for wheels/engines

 Store for easy access
 Plastic Containers
 Cloth Containers
 Fold



Soaking
Tip/Trick

 Why don’t my towels absorb any more?

 Could have sealant or wax in them
 Hydrophobic sealants will make your towels hydrophobic
 SIO2 – especially bad

 Bucket ready with water/detergent
 Throw towels into bucket to prevent the product from setting
 Leave in bucket until ready to wash

 Could have detergent in them
 Wash/soak/rinse with Distilled White Vinnegar



Myths and 
Misconceptions

Korea vs China
Quality Misconceptions
Blend vs Quality
GSM vs Quality
Plushness/Thickness vs Quality



Korea vs China

 Myth: Made in South Korea is better than Made in China
 There are good factories and bad factories in every country
 Many Korean microfiber companies buy their fabric from China and 

Cut and Sew

 Most microfiber was made in S. Korea in the 90’s and early 00’s
 More experience and expertise in S. Korea
 Over the past 15 years it as transitioned to China (and some 

Vietnam)

 China has cheaper labor and better exchange rate so it is less 
expensive. 

 The main reason it is a point of comparison is that “Country of 
Origin” is one of the two markings required by US Customs on 
import. 



Quality 
Misconceptions

 Myth: 70/30 is better than 80/20
 Many products are marked incorrectly
 There is wide variation of fiber quality on same blends
 People use this as a specification for comparison because it is 

required by US Customs

 Myth: Higher GSM is better
 GSM depends on task
 High GSM towels can have low quality yarn
 Higher GSM use more yarn:

 It is more expensive
 Absorbs more

 Higher GSM isn’t always more plush

 Myth: Plush and Thick Towels are better
 Depends on the task
 Plush - higher chance of linting or streaking



Questions?
And Answers!
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